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Defensive Coordinator Greg Manusky 
 
On Philadelphia’s weapons on offense: 
"There are a lot of weapons; just overall from their talent as an offensive line, quarterback, tight ends, receivers. 
They are very talented across the board and in the back field. Even with [RB] [Darren] Sproles and all the years 
that he has played. I was coaching with him when I was out in San Deigo. Just overall, they have some players 
across the board. They don’t really have any weak spots. So, we have to take advantage of the opportunities 
when they arise, if they arise."  
 
On what S Landon Collins has brought to the team: 
"I think confidence, overall just awareness, understanding defenses. It’s amazing; he’s a great kid coming out of 
Alabama, went to the Giants and we were fortunate to pick him up in the free-agent aspect. He’s just a football 
guy. Just talking to him, sitting down with him and just have conversations with him all the time. It's just true 
blue. This is what he’s feeling, this is what he tells you. You go through with it. He’s a phenomenal player, and 
I look forward to what he’s going to do on Sunday."  
 
On Collins improving communication: 
"I just see him having the confidence to make the calls. He just knows exactly what he’s doing. I think that’s the 
most important thing, confidence in your ability to play your game. Each and every week, you got to have 
confidence. It’s like when you go in for a final exam, and you don’t study for it. You’re going to be in a 
situation where you’re saying, ‘oh, boy!’ you know what I’m saying? But when you prepared yourself and get 
prepared each and every week, you go into that final exam, and you blow it out of the water. That’s what the 
type of player he is, he dives in, knows exactly what to do. He’s got great instincts which are the biggest thing 
to have in this football realm to have as a safety."  
 
On what they saw from LB Jon Bostic: 
"Oh, the scouting department, Alex Santos came over to us and asked us about him and stuff, and I said, ‘we 
looked at his film, and yeah he’s a pretty good player.’ We’re going back and forth, and then we sign him. I was 
amazed of how he developed in the system. I know he had a little bit of backing when he was in Indianapolis. 
Just overall, just a phenomenal guy, phenomenal player, I’m excited that we have him. He makes the checks, 
makes the calls, and does a lot of things. So, I'm excited to see him on Sunday as well." 
 
On balancing CB Jimmy Moreland’s aggression: 
"You got to make plays, that’s the name of this business. Usually, games come down to five, six plays. You 
know overall that if we make a play then its great. Overall, Jimmy’s done a great job in training camp, and we’ll 
see how he does on Sunday. We’re trying to debate between him and [CB] [Greg] Stroman. So, we’ll see how it 
goes."  
 
On what strides LB Montez Sweat has made since arriving: 
"I think the biggest thing is when you get those defensive ends, that’s have always been in the three-point stance 
coming out of college, it’s really hard once they stand up. The biggest thing I see is his confidence and his 
ability to stand up. From our standpoint, that was a great thing. Even initially in the OTA’s and stuff, he did a 
great job. And then through training camp, same thing. Just with his takeoffs, with his vision and sightlines, 



which were awesome. So, I'm excited for him as well to see how he does on Sunday. We’ll be interchanging a 
couple of guys, but overall, I like what I see from Sweat." 
 
On what Sweat can improve on going from the three-point stance to the two-point stance: 
"The biggest thing is his sightlines. It just his first and second step. He’s got trust in it and get off the ball. 
Which like any defensive end, has to do in the league. He’s got length to him. He’s got some strength, and he’s 
got some speed around the edge. So, I’m excited to see what 
he’s going to do on Sunday. Always those outside linebackers, it takes them a couple of games to go get their 
feet underneath them. Which it will, but he’s had a good training camp and good week of practice so I’m 
looking forward to it." 
 
On how the defensive line can help the rest of the defense: 
"It all starts upfront, always does. With the five guys that we have—with [DL] Caleb [Brantley], and [DL] 
[Tim] Settle. I mean the sky’s the limit with those guys. I’m excited; they’re phenomenal human beings and 
football players. And they’re looking to get after players. I love to play 
with them if I was an inside linebacker. So, I’m excited for the guys playing inside as well." 
 


